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aBStRaCt

it has been widely discussed whether the existing theoretical approaches 
within the international relations could efficiently explain the newly established 
phenomena within the international system . as a vast space of emerging 
importance, the arctic presents a unique area which is an immanent strategic 
object of the world’s major powers such as russia, China, Canada, and the Eu . 
This article uses the democratic peace theory to determine whether the major 
intervening variables – energy policy and transit potential in the arctic – could 
inhibit the theoretically predicted behaviour of such states . Theoretical implica-
tion stemming from the literature review points to an inherently more peaceful 
nature of russia in this space, unlike the rest of the world . This was an incen-
tive to fill in an epistemological gap of the democratic peace puzzle . following 
the logic of the democratic peace theory, this research has demonstrated that 
the two intervening variables have been omitted and thus they should be incor-
porated in further empirical research .
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1. Liberal peace promise for the arctic: is the energy policy  
 an omitted variable?

The arctic is a region which will serve as a territory on which major world pow-
ers will play the next “big game” . Being characterized as a sui generis region, 
arctic is dominated by russian influence and immanent battle among world 
powers for the prestigious, unexplored (or at least underexplored) part of 
the globe . Besides anocratic russia and the people’s republic of China (prC), 
whose strategies and foreign policy actions towards the arctic have been 
increasingly assertive with time, other major players such as the us, Canada, 
norway, and the Eu are also involved in the events in the region . With im-
mense, unexplored crude energy resources, this region is becoming an object of 
growing interest to a myriad of state and private-owned multinational energy 
companies, whose presence influences international relations within this region . 
in academic discourse, the arctic as a geographical realm presents a unique and 
expanding research issue (daniels & Mitchell, 2017; Marsh & Kaufman, 2012; 
Øverland, 2010; røseth, 2014; Wegge, 2011) . This article is aimed at inspecting 
the official energy strategy and foreign policy of the russian federation towards 
the arctic . The case of russia has been selected as this state is the dominant 
and the most assertive actor within the region, whose decisions overwhelmingly 
shape the course of events in the arctic . among many potential theories within 
the international relations, the author deploys democratic peace Theory (dpt) 
as a middle-range scientific approach of liberal provenance, which was intro-
duced back in the 1980s  1 . among the first ones who revived the Kantian idea 
of the perpetual global peace, Michael doyle stood as the pioneer of the entitle-
ment theory . it had evolved from intellectual liberal thought according to which 
the “internal variable” (political system/regime type) significantly influences 
a state’s behaviour in the international arena . such externalization of internal 
variable is also known in some realism-related approaches, but is not inherent 
there as it is in case of liberal theories . Ever since the dpt was introduced, its 
branching into several key approaches has begun . The very first theoretical split 
occurred at the beginning of the 1990s . as the initial dpt stance claimed that 
two democratic states were less likely to become involved in a conflict, the first 

1 Even though some postulates of this theory originated quite earlier, in a modern 
sense, Michael doyle (1983) was the one who set the basis of the modern dpt .
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significant division claimed that states with political regime of the democratic 
type are “inherently” more peaceful . This is what rudolf J . rummel introduced 
as the monadic version of democratic peace, a concept based on the said claim of 
inherently peaceful nature of democratic states (rummel, 1995) .

While explaining the reasons for a state’s behaviour within the ir system, 
theorists usually cite definitions of democratic peace . The two main approaches 
to discussing the concept of democratic peace are (1) the institutional one, which 
explains democratic peace as the arrangement of political system constituents 
which shape foreign policy decisions, and (2) the normative explanations, which 
seek to include norms, values and democratic ideals that are translated beyond 
the national borders . Both vertical and horizontal differentiation of the dpt ar-
gumentation provided a very fruitful ground for a vast number of studies which 
statistically tested the initial hypotheses of the dpt (rummel, 1995) . as those 
tests made it possible to obtain a saturated model of war proneness, researchers 
moved their focus: the type and intensity of a conflict have been replaced in 
the role of dependent variables by such factors as military alliances, interven-
tions, new types of conflicts and similar phenomena .

The arctic has been considered for a long time to be an important scientific 
research object . The constantly growing number of academic papers in interna-
tional relations suggests that a more concise and deeper analytical framework 
should be established for this topic . it is widely acknowledged in literature 
that this region deserves to be further empirically inspected (Øverland, 2010; 
proroković, 2017; Wegge, 2011) . This research intends to bring quite an in-
novative perspective, with an energy policy variable included in the analytical 
matrix of the dpt research . The author makes use of the prognostic capacity 
of the theory to determine whether the energy policy and transit potential of 
the arctic inhibits conflict developments . Besides, it incorporates a new, poten-
tially geographically pivotal space as a spatial unit of analysis .

This predominantly qualitative research is organized as follows . at first, 
the author will present an in depth review of the existing conceptions of 
the arctic region . Besides the general definitions of the arctic region, the author 
will imply that the energy potential of the region forms the main trigger for 
key global powers’ involvement, with a particular emphasis on the russian fed-
eration . The central part of this article will be dedicated to describing russia’s 
energy strategy for the arctic, its main objectives, goals and means of deeper in-
volvement in the global battle for resources located there . as the author initially 
presumes that – in accordance with the logic of the dpt – the arctic should 
be a conflictual area due to the huge differences in the political regime types of 
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the involved states, the discussion will deal with the dpt’s (lack of) success in 
this case, influenced by the involvement of the energy policy variable .

2. Russia’s aspirations towards the resource–rich arctic

The arctic is a geographical area which lies in the high northern latitudes of 
the Earth . The 16,000 km-long arctic circle surrounds the territory of 20 mil-
lion sq km, covering around 4% of the total Earth’s surface (Marsh & Kaufman, 
2012) . from a narrow, geographical point of view, the arctic includes an area 
defined by the 10°C mean July isotherm; however, if viewed from the perspec-
tive of geostrategy (and therefore geopolitics) and the international and national 
security of the arctic states, a significantly wider territory can be labelled as 
the “arctic region” (virtanen, 2013, p . 13) . despite the extreme living conditions 
resulting from low temperatures, and the fact that most of the arctic’s territory 
is covered by ice, some indigenous communities have managed to survive and 
establish settlements there . There are hardly any major cities within the polar 
circle . Most of settlements are populated by the citizens of Canada, norway, 
russia, and sweden . however, sometimes the phrase “arctic five” is used to refer 
to the states with territories within this region (denmark/Greenland, norway, 
russia, the us and Canada) . The arctic’s major and largest cities are Murmansk 
(with the population of 307,257) and norilsk (175,365), both located in russia, 
followed by the norwegian city of tromsø (71,000) . There are six indigenous 
communities in the arctic in total: the aleut international association, the arc-
tic athabaskan Council, the Gwich’in Council international, the inuit Circum-
polar Council, the russian association of indigenous peoples of the north, 
and the saami Council 2 . They all enjoy the status of permanent participants on 
the arctic Council and are deeply involved in everyday decision-making process 
in this part of the world .

Exploration of the arctic opens a pandora’s box as the energy resources avail-
able there have been estimated to be abundant . in 2011 it was announced that 
the previous estimates of huge oil reserves had been more conservative than it 
was later discovered . The BBC claimed that crude oil & gas reserves in the arctic 
could be in the range of 160 billion barrels, compared to the initial estimate of 
90 billion barrels (BBC, 2011) . With China being an energy consuming nation, 

2 for more on indigenous communities within the circumpolar area, see rosamond, 
2011 .
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resources such as oil and gas are essential to the state’s economic growth . The 2008 
us Geological survey estimated that the arctic contained up to 30 per cent of the 
world’s undiscovered gas reserves and 13 per cent of the world’s undiscovered oil 
reserves (Csis, 2019) . Besides, this region contains huge deposits of gold, silver, 
diamonds, coal, copper, tungsten, zinc, manganese and chromium . The islands 
bordering the arctic Circle are also thought to be rich in mineral resources . 
in such geographical configuration, russia is naturally positioned as a central 
state within the high north (roi, 2010) . according to the claims included in its 
national security strategy for the period up to 2020, russia considers the arctic 
“as a strategic resource base” (Kremlin, 2009) . Therefore, as the rules of geopoli-
tics would imply, russia takes a pivotal role compared to other states present in 
arctic . russia’s historical aspirations towards the arctic have been facilitated by 
the development of modern ice-breaking vessels . in addition to the northern 
sea route and significant oil resources located there, it should be emphasized 
that the majority of the 37,000-kilometer-long russia’s coastline is the northern 
coast within the arctic region; it is estimated that between 2 and 3 .6 million 
inhabitants of russia live in the area; 80% of russian gas, 60% of copper, over 
85% of nickel and cobalt and 95% of platinum group metals are produced in 
this zone, accounting for about 15% of gross domestic product and 20% of rus-
sia’s total exports (proroković, 2017, p . 271) . in 2008, the then russian president 
dmitry Medvedev stated: “our first and foremost task is to include the arctic in 
russia’s resource base in the 21st century . The use of these resources will ensure 
the energy security of russia as a whole” (virtanen, 2013, p . 44) .

interests and policies within the arctic region are formulated at the supra-
national level through the arctic Council, an international forum comprising 
Canada, denmark, finland, iceland, norway, russia, sweden and the us . among 
the countries with the observer status (including france, the uK and the neth-
erlands), the prC stands out as it has been closely following the Council’s work 
ever since it was granted such status in 2013 . however, even though the Council 
was initially predicted to become a unique high-level intergovernmental forum 
which should provide a “means for promoting cooperation, coordination and 
interaction among the arctic states, with the involvement of the arctic indig-
enous communities” (arctic Council, 2019), this body seems to have failed to 
coherently manage the wide range of different states’ policies in this region . for 
more than two decades of its existence, this forum has served as a consultative 
body without a significant role in interstate relations .
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3. Russia’s energy strategy for the arctic

academic significance and research of russian energy policy towards the arctic 
is reflected in many papers which assess the discourses based on the two theo-
retical schools of thought within international relations – realism/geopolitics 
and liberalism (pettersen, 2014; proroković, 2017; staun, 2017; Wegge, 2011) . 
The realism discourse focuses on the “need for a security based, unilateralist 
approach to the arctic” (staun, 2017, p . 3), while the liberal one puts emphasis 
on accommodating to international law (staun, 2017, p . 3), especially towards 
the un legislation and its agencies’ scope of activities . as russia is a main su-
perpower with global reach, its ambitious geopolitical shift towards the arctic 
has been reflected in its strategic outlook . Besides numerous security strategies 
and lower level legislation (arctic strategy, national security strategy), russia 
adopted two important documents which regulate its position towards the arc-
tic in the near future . in 2001, russia formulated the “foundations of the state 
policy of the russian federation in the arctic”, while the first strategic-level 
act was adopted in 2008 . Even though both of the documents define the way 
in which russia should establish and promote itself in the region, none of these 
attach much significance to energy issues . They rather imply the need for geopo-
litical positioning within the scope of projected national interests of the russian 
federation . The cornerstone of the state policy of the russian federation in 
the arctic for the period until 2020 and beyond is the document adopted by 
the russian Government in 2010 (Ministry of Energy of the russian federation, 
2010) . The list of actors influencing russia’s strategy towards the arctic is non-
exhaustive as the said strategy is influenced by a variety of stakeholders, private 
businesses, and even other sovereign countries, out of which the most significant 
actor is the prC, an emerging economic superpower .

over the last seven years, russia has increased bilateral strategic coopera-
tion with the prC regarding the arctic . There are two dominant postulates in 
the literature which analyzes russia-China relations with regard to arctic-related 
issues . The first one presents an argument according to which russia seeks to 
provide incentives towards deepening and bringing bilateral ties with the prC 
in order to maintain russian dominance in the arctic, with China willingly 
consenting to russian (predominantly military) activities in the high north . 
The second argument explains this partnership as necessary cooperation which 
should serve as a mutual response towards the potential Western presence in 
the region .
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Ever since the Chinese global Belt and road initiative (previously known 
as one Belt, one road) was introduced in 2012, no single piece of land has 
remained beyond the scope of Chinese economic aspirations . Early academic 
endeavors followed the Chinese arctic policy as a part of integral Belt and 
road interests . linda Jakobson and Jingchao peng (2012) report that the return 
of a Chinese research vessel Xuelong from its fifth voyage to the arctic was 
the event which paved the path towards further development of the Chinese 
arctic policy . The authors believe that, despite being developed and funded by 
several ministries and agencies, China’s polar policy is an important part of its 
foreign policy as some actions, such as the 2011 decision to build a new heavy 
icebreaker, were made directly by the state Council (Jakobson & peng, 2012, 
p . 4) . Jakobson and peng mention governmental institutions, commercial actors, 
universities and research centres as some of the key actors that influence foreign 
strategy for the arctic (2012, p . 5) . China’s arctic policy relies on growing transit 
potential resulting from the melting of the polar ice . it is clear that China does 
not aspire to establish its military presence over the arctic, nor does it want to 
dominate the regional affairs . however, this state has a strong interest in hav-
ing some preferential routes for shipping its goods towards Western markets . 
The prC’s arctic policy is translated into the northern sea route (nsr), which 
is an alternative to the southern sea route . tom røseth (2014) calculates that 
travel time for the nsr is 35 days, comparing to 48 travel days for ssr ( røseth, 
2014) . however, while the nsr is shorter, it still has some disadvantages, such 
as the fact that it is a seasonal route due to extreme weather conditions . røseth 
identifies weather and ice conditions, lack of proper infrastructure, as well 
as low search & rescue capabilities as the main risks of using the nsr and he 
considers instability in the Middle East and piracy as the main risks specific to 
the southern sea route (2014, p . 851) . Even though in 2015 the percentage of 
transits using the nsr was at the verge of statistical significance, the Chinese 
polar research institute forecast optimistic scenarios estimating that 5–15% of 
China’s international trade will go via the nsr by 2020 (pettersen, 2014) .

russia’s policy in the arctic is not exclusively oriented towards the energy is-
sues . it is an element of wider, integral global strategy actions addressed towards 
the challenges in the arctic . its cornerstone for this region is reflected within 
the strategic-level document Basics of the State Policy of the Russian Federation 
in the Arctic for the period until 2020 and for a further perspective (hereinafter 
“the strategy”) . This document was adopted in 2008, and after promulgation, 
came into force in 2009 . The strategy sets a basis on which russia has been for-
mulating its policy for 2009–2020 period . it lists four specificities of the arctic 
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zone of the russian federation that influence the formulation of the state’s policy 
in the arctic . two of them relate to the extreme weather conditions and low 
sustainability of ecological systems connected with their high vulnerability to 
human impact . russia also recognizes focal character of industrial-economic 
development of those territories and low population density in the region, while 
acknowledging remoteness from basic industrial centers, high resource con-
sumption, and dependence on economic activities (Kremlin, 2009) .

The most notable part of the strategy is dedicated to russian national inter-
ests in the arctic . russia intends to use it as a “strategic resource base” providing 
a solution to the problems of social and economic development of the country, as 
well as to ensure that the arctic remains a zone of peace and cooperation (Krem-
lin, 2009, p . 2) . Maintaining peace and security is among the highest priorities of 
the strategy operationalized through the interests in the arctic . The central part 
of russia’s strategic concept towards the arctic stipulates the list of objectives and 
strategic priorities . in total, the strategy refers to seven objectives: setting up a re-
gional system of search and rescue; increased activity of russian governmental 
organs and nongovernmental organizations in international forums; mutually 
beneficial presence of russia on the svalbard-spitsbergen archipelago; improving 
the quality of life of indigenous peoples; modernization of social infrastructure, 
including educational and health institutions; developing environmentally safe 
tourism; removing anthropogenic pollution from the arctic; and research into 
the history, culture, and economics of the region (Kremlin, 2009) .

russia seems to have quite a complex and codified outlook on energy strategy, 
while its energy export policy is reflected through the russian Government’s de-
cision-making dynamics . This is the key reason why the energy export policy in 
russia’s case could be seen as an instrument of soft power and hybrid warfare – it 
genuinely is an important asset of russia’s overall foreign policy . Being the global 
actor in energy production (and potentially consumption), russia holds a vital 
role in European energy market supply . Besides the official Moscow standpoint, 
russia’s energy policy towards the arctic is dependent on two groups of stakehold-
ers . The first group consists of russian state-owned companies dealing with fuel 
resource extraction as well as energy production and supply, such as Gazprom, 
lukoil, ohs Consortium, atomenergoprom, rosatom and other major compa-
nies; among them Gazprom neft is the largest russian transnational company 
and thus the most important one . its business is primarily oriented towards oil 
and natural gas expansion, production, refining, and transport to the end–users . 
With approximately 5 .1 billion euros of net profit in 2018, this company operates 
in 15 countries worldwide (Gazpromneft, 2019) . Though some view russia’s gas 
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export as taking a “pivot to asia”, it is usually argued that Europe will remain 
of vital importance as a major market for russian gas for the foreseeable future 
(sakai, 2017) . following the initial decision to formulate its national energy policy 
in 1992, russia adopted its first codified Energy strategy in 1994 . This strategy 
enacted the restructuring of fuel and energy industry of russia for the period up 
to 2010 . This fifteen-year strategy encompassed certain very basic elements such 
as importance of political cooperation, need to improve technologies, and diver-
sification of the export markets . however, internal political issues within russia 
were a major obstacle in achieving even those very general goals . The modern 
strategic framework of the russian federation’s energy policy is reflected in 
the energy strategy adopted in 2010 . The strategy enacts several key priorities 
such as increase in energy efficiency, reducing the impact on the environment, 
sustainable development, energy development and technological development, 
as well as improved effectiveness and competitiveness (Ministry of Energy of 
the russian federation, 2010) . it also points to russia’s endeavours in maximiz-
ing the effective use of natural energy resources and the potential of the energy 
sector “to sustain economic growth, improve the quality of life of the population 
and promote strengthening of foreign economic positions of the country” (2010, 
p . 6) . russia’s strategic outlook is highly dependent on two large groups of exter-
nal and internal challenges; in each case, two main trends could be identified: 
the ones that Moscow officially recognizes within its strategic and legislative acts, 
and the ones it does not consider important enough to pre-emptively include 
them in the official documents (dimitrakopoulou & liaropoulos, 2010) . rus-
sia’s position was initially described as “one of the world’s major powers”, while 
nine years later this statement was softened by a claim that “transformation of 
the russian federation into one of the leading powers could make an influence 
to ongoing world processes” (2010, p . 6) .

all of these strategic goals were translated into concrete projects out of which 
two major ones are the most important – the Barents sea shtokman project and 
the Bovanenko project on the yamal peninsula . developing the yamal fields 
fully would cost several hundred billion dollars and could take up to 50 years . 
on the other hand, yamal is relatively conveniently located considering russia’s 
existing pipelines from nadym pur taz to domestic and foreign markets (Øver-
land, 2010, p . 873) . The accelerated ice melting now evident in the arctic ocean 
also opens opportunities for marine transportation of liquid natural gas from 
the  yamal peninsula and the offshore fields . The shtokman gas and condensate 
field was discovered in 1988 and is estimated to contain 3 .8 trillion cubic metres of 
gas and 31 million tons of condensate (Øverland, 2010, p . 873) . Øverland reports 
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that the shtokman field alone contains “enough gas to satisfy the entire consump-
tion of the Eu for seven years” (2010, p . 875) . This illustrates the importance of 
russia’s arctic energy projects for international energy markets . The shtokman 
exemplifies how arctic energy projects can link countries within and beyond 
the arctic in constructive cooperation – quite contrary to the image of a geopo-
litical race over energy resources driven by russian aggression (2010, p . 875) .

4. has the democratic peace concept failed in the arctic case?

to be able to produce any dpt analysis which would serve its classic empirical 
purpose, a set of preconditions needs to be provided . The major obstacle for this 
research lies in the fact that not many statistically useful cases are available, as 
only a few actors (sovereign states) are involved in the arctic region . This is why 
the classical democratic peace analysis could not be done on the basis of large-n 
data . instead a qualitative research design was adopted in this study . The sec-
tion below discusses to what extent the dpt has failed in the arctic’s case, and 
whether energy policy was a key variable which changed the situation in the area .

in his article published in 2011, njord Wegge introduces three potential 
theoretical perspectives which, according to his stance, are the most useful in 
explaining events within the polar circle . The first one is Charles Kindleberger’s 
theory of hegemonic (or unipolar) stability . Wegge argues that the arctic states 
focus on military presence, protection of sovereign rights, and the vast economic 
resources makes this theory “highly relevant theoretical perspective in an analy-
sis of the political order in the region” (Wegge, 2011, p . 168) . The second poten-
tially useful theoretical framework is the theory of stability under a multipolar 
balance of power . Wegge argues that the balance of power theory is successful in 
explaining how some power capabilities could be operationalized and measured 
in a way to provide a valid scientific output . among many potential capability-
related factors, Wegge distinguishes five dominant ones: military capabilities, 
economic strengths, administrative capacity, control over natural resources, 
and control over territories (2011, p . 169) . Eventually, he believes that the third 
important epistemological basis for understanding the situation in the arctic 
could be the theories of the international Kantian society . Wegge finds that three 
postulates stemming from Kant’s internationalism  3 “each emphasise features 
found in international politics in today’s arctic” (2011, p . 168) .

3 Wegge lists an “empirically scrutinized” assumption that democracies do not wage 
war with each other; the English school focuses on the anarchical society constituted 
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The democratic peace theory would initially presume that the arctic would 
be anything but the peaceful and stable zone . The fact that the key states involved 
have heterogeneous types of political regimes (with the Western democracies, 
and autocratic russia and China) is a sufficient precondition for development of 
potential armed conflicts (dafoe et al ., 2013; Gartzke & hewitt, 2010; sweeney, 
2003) . according to the data extracted from the polity iv dataset, the russian 
federation is a state with mostly anocratic political regime  4 . With the polity iv 
score of 4 (on a scale between -10 and +10), russia’s progress towards further 
democratization seems to have stalled . over the last decade, during the same 
period the prC received -7 on the same polity iv score, which describes this 
country’s regime as autocratic . on the other hand, the states of the “global West” 
are all democratic, with some of them being consolidated democracies (Canada, 
norway) . having in mind these differentiations, the dpt serves as a potentially 
solid basis on which the predictions regarding events in the arctic could be 
made .

however, energy policy and the transit potential over the arctic are the two 
central variables that significantly change the democratic peace postulates, at 
least in the arctic region . during the regular meeting of the arctic Council in 
the norwegian city of tromsø in 2009, russia’s foreign minister sergei lavrov 
stated that russia was not planning to increase its military presence in the arctic 
or to deploy armed forces there (ria novosti, 2009) . several years later, russia 
was maintaining a military base there, and a brigade under the northern fleet 
Joint strategic Command (sakai, 2017) . annika rosamond agrees that even 
though russia seeks to expand the area of its sovereignty (i .e . claiming the rights 
to the lomonosov ridge), it would be “unlikely that it would instigate a conflict 
in the arctic, since this would impede upon its future trade and commercial 
interests by making the circumpolar north an unstable region” (rosamond, 2011, 
p . 42) . Generally, it could be concluded that the arctic region can be characterized 
as peaceful rather than unstable . russia’s national security interests and goals 
primarily have depended on the ongoing crises and conflicts . Back to the war it 
led in Georgia in 2008, and its heavy involvement in ukraine of 2014, and then 

by states which share certain rules, customs, values, and norms, while regime studies, 
in which international law and organizations are treated as autonomous or partly in-
dependently intervening causal variables in political development, as three dominant 
theoretical discourses stemming from the Kantian internationalism (Wegge, 2011) .

4 for comprehensive explanation of anocracy and anocratic political regime in politi-
cal science, see Gurr, 1974 .
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in the syrian conflict, russia seemed to be a “free-rider” in developing and con-
ceptualizing its national security strategic acts . it proceeded to re-examine and 
adapt its security and defence documents after the ukrainian crisis, in line with 
a more assertive strategy towards its European neighbours . Whereas the stated 
goals emphasize multilateralism, balance of powers and unrestricted coopera-
tion, they do not capture the full range of activities envisaged by the Kremlin to 
enhance russian security . The overarching goal behind the commitments stated 
in strategy documents is to make russia a competitor of equal rank to other great 
powers on the global scene, i .e . an actor able to resort to the full use of resources 
that are the components of the state power in the 21st century . Jørgen staun ar-
gues that russia’s decision-making process concerning arctic affairs is “to a large 
extent exempted from the general centralization of decision making which seems 
to have hit other policy areas, such as for example accounts on the decision to 
invade ukraine” (staun, 2017, p . 3) . it is for these reasons that russia’s policy 
towards the arctic is sui generis an integral part of its foreign policy .

5. Will Russia’s energy strategy towards the arctic remain   
 unchanged?

This article is an attempt to demonstrate that democratic peace postulates do 
not necessarily need to reflect the classic dpt theoretical setting . on the con-
trary, the political regime similarity as a precondition for peace had clearly 
been invalid in the case of the arctic, as no major disputes have been registered 
in that area in the last 50 years . The author has argued that energy policy and 
transit potential of the arctic are intervening variables that could potentially 
skew theoretical predictions in accordance to which the arctic should be(come) 
a conflict-prone area . This article has also brought into the research agenda 
a significant impetus and additional knowledge to fill the theoretical gap related 
to this unusual international relations setting for democratic peace . indirectly, 
this research sought to provide a possible response to the most pressuring issue: 
why are there no open conflicts in the arctic region? This analysis started with 
searching for adequate answers to several issues: What is the scientific approach 
most adequate in analyzing the arctic politics of major powers? What are 
the largest discrepancies among the stakeholders and actors involved? how can 
some sector policies such as energy policy gain influence and change the rules 
of the game? how will these developments be carried out by the russian federa-
tion as the dominant party in arctic-related matters events?
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The future of russia’s energy policy in the arctic is not so difficult to predict 
as it was initially feared by academics . some authors speculate that when ob-
served in the context of the arctic, russia’s policy does not look like a revisionist 
power (staun, 2017, p . 3) . rather than that, staun claims that it looks more like 
a status quo power “following a well established long term strategy” (2017, p . 3) .

russia is being challenged by other superpowers and international organiza-
tions . for instance, nato has acknowledged reintroduction of military concerns 
reflected in the “gradual” aspect which is based on the steady reintroduction 
of army, navy and air force elements into the region by major arctic players 
(nato, 2019) . This is also an important impetus towards the potential change of 
russia’s arctic energy strategy . as the three key theoretical approaches (power 
capabilities, international regimes, and domestic regime type of arctic states) 
were identified as the most fruitful ones, the findings of this research imply 
the need for further research endeavours . it is highly likely that russia’s behav-
iour in the arctic during the next decade will be impacted by its aspirations to 
being a great power, its relationship with other great powers, and all kinds of 
resources it has at its disposal as a support for its arctic ambitions .
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